I
n a study in the March 2012 Nature Medicine, researchers described a new immunotherapeutic technique that can "teach" immune system killer cells, known as CD8 T cells, and their antigenpresenting instructor cells, to destroy cancer cells. Just as important, the newly trained cells remain vigilant in case the cancer returns.
According to José A. Guevara-Patino, M.D., Ph.D., associate professor in the Oncology Institute of Loyola University Chicago Stritch School of Medicine, and coauthor of the study, "These findings may be useful in T cell-based vaccine design and adoptive T-cell therapy, where potent effector and memory formation are vital for successful eradication of acute and recurrent disease."
Although the immune system can eliminate some cancerous cells, it does not always recognize them as "foreign." Also, cancer may develop when the immune system breaks down or does not function adequately. Researchers are developing immunotherapeutic techniques to repair, stimulate, or enhance the immune system's responses to cancer and other debilitating diseases.
G u e v a r a -P a t i n o said that in addition to getting instructions from the antigenpresenting cells, CD8 T cells need assistance from helper T cells to become effective killers. Under "normal" conditions, DNA directs helper T cells to overproduce a specific protein that unleashes the killer T cells' lethal properties. However, these cells are typically repressed in patients with cancer or HIV.
Especially in cancer patients, one of a tumor's menacing properties is its ability to prevent killer T cells from eliminating tumors by putting helper T cells into a suppressed stage, limiting their ability to assist CD8 T cells. According to the researchers, this new technique jump-started defective immune systems in immunocompromised mice and in human killer T cells taken from HIV patients. Guevara-Patino said a clinical trial in cancer patients could begin in about 3 years.
Boosting the Immune System
In the study, a device called a gene gun delivered snippets of DNA into skin instructor cells. The DNA directed the instructor cells to produce specific proteins, which act like molecular keys. When CD8 T cells interact with the instructor cells, the keys unlock the CD8 T cells' killer properties, jump-starting them to seek out and kill pathogens and cancer cells. With this technique, the killer T cells would not need helper T cells, said G u e v a r a -P a t i n o . So even if a tumor were to suppress the helper T cells, the killer T cells could still kill cancer cells. Jeffrey S. Miller, M.D., deputy director of the Masonic Cancer Center and associate director of experimental therapeutics at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, said the study explains a small piece of subspecialized information about how the immune system works and adds it to the bigger picture. "Understanding all of these little things is very important, because we're never going to completely figure out how to manipulate cell therapy for cancer and infectiousdisease control until we can fill in the entire puzzle." Rosenberg said one of the greatest appeals of adoptive immunotherapy is that it should lead to truly personalized medicine. "By growing a patient's own cells for therapy, we end up with a new individualized drug for each patient," he said. "People like the idea that they can use the body's own defenses to fight a disease rather than the more debilitating toxic approaches." Miller's laboratory is focused on preclinical and clinical studies to develop effective antitumor immunotherapies. His early studies focused on nonspecific immune stimulation using subcutaneous IL-2. "Strong evidence suggests that this nonspecific therapy alone will be ineffective, and current efforts aim to target effectors specifically to tumor cells." For natural killer (NK) cells, approaches include combined therapy with monoclonal antibodies and IL-2 to target therapy through antibodydependent cytotoxicity.
Another major research focus by Miller is NK cell development. Receptors on NK cells have been identified that recognize class I MHC (major histocompatibility complex) molecules. Miller said the hypothesis underlying current research efforts is that "self" MHC molecules influence the NK cell receptor repertoire during development. These NK cell receptors may also play a physiologic role in cancer. "Laboratory evaluation and human clinical trials will test the hypothesis that a mismatch between NK receptor and class I alleles on recipient tumor will result in greater tumor kill," said Miller. Clinical trials using allogeneic NK cells in acute leukemia and breast cancer are under way. A lice" no longer has to wear a sports bra. "My breasts don't move," said the breast cancer survivor, who had a double mastectomy and reconstructive surgery 2 years ago. Laughing, she explained, "My belly moves, but my breasts are like steel."
Breasts of steel may be "one of the humorous parts" of an otherwise very emotional process, said Alice. But recreating the depleted muscles around the chest-from the abs to the shoulders-is an often-overlooked challenge for breast cancer patients who undergo surgery. Studies show that surgery patients often experience shoulder morbidity and pain associated with muscle loss.
Alice had been working out regularly with a trainer for a few years before her diagnosis, so she was fit when she had surgery. But afterward, she couldn't pull weeds from the garden or pick up groceries.
Many breast cancer survivors experience similar frustrations. Although surgerywhether it's a lumpectomy, mastectomy, or reconstructive surgery-is usually the hardest part, the aftermath often leaves patients with bodies in need of rebuilding. And though a lumpectomy does conserve the breast tissue and surrounding muscle, it may involve removing the axillary nodes in the upper breast and armpit regions, which may affect range of motion and mobility.
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